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Welcome to That Guy's House. I'm honestly thrilled that you
are here. I started this company to help authors share their
story with the world as authentically as possible without the
barriers and confines of a traditional publishing house. 
 
This is the the start of your author journey. I would like to
take this time to acknowledge your courage for deciding to
leave your imprint on the world by sharing the story,
wisdom and insight that only you can bring. 
 
It is my pleasure to offer to you all of the help, support and
resources to make your author dreams come true and to
also have them come true with joy & ease. 
 
That Guy's House truly is a family and we are working to
raise global consciousness on the entire planet with our
words. 
 
Thank you for joining us. 
Love,
 
Sean 
 
 That Guy
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As a That Guy's House author you now have access to
our International team for help and support with you
author journey and beyond. We ask that you
utilise access to our team to ensure that you feel
welcome, supported and confident in delivering your
masterpiece to the world. 
 
Your first point of contact will always be your
dedicated mentor.
 
For all general enquiries then please contact our
author support team on
authors@ThatGuysHouse.com
 
For all marketing enquiries then please contact
marketing@thatguyshouse.com 
 
 



mentoring 
 

Mentoring is reserved for authors who have
purchased a package that includes it (Deluxe &
Premier) or for those who have a private arrangement
with one of our mentors. 
 
Mentoring is your opportunity to work along side an
expert and produce the best book possible. It can also
be used to plan the books release and begin an early
marketing campaign. 
 
Mentoring hours are sacred and should you cancel a
session 'on the day' then this hour cannot be regifted
unless you have a private arrangement with
your mentor. 
 
If you are an author who has purchased the standard
package then please direct all enquiries to
authors@thatguyshouse.com and our team will get
back to your enquiry. 
 
 
 
 



timescales &
process
 

There are many elements that go into creating and crafting a
professional book and all of these elements need a suitable timeframe to be
completed  with excellence. It is important that you understand these
timeframes so you can determine a suitable release date ...
 
Step One: Completing the Manuscript with your mentor. 
Timeframe: Approx. 10 months 
If you do not have a finished book and you are working with our team it is
important to understand that completing the manuscript is the most
integral part of the entire process and cannot be rushed. Though there is a lot
of 'write your book in 30 day' challenges out there, That Guy's house does not
subscribe to such practice and asks for each author to treat the creation of
their manuscript as if you were completing a Masters Degree, allowing approx.
10 months for it's completion. If you happen to work quickly then great,
however, we don't want nay of our authors to rush their book. You have
invested in yourself by undertaking this publishing programme and we now
want to make sure that you invest in your content. 
 
Step Two: Editorial & Proofing 
Timeframe: 2 months 
Whether you decide to have a full edit of your work carried out or just a
proofread, please prepare to be patient with the process and allow time for
changes to be made. Once a manuscript is drawn-up in book-form making
changes becomes a difficult process so it's important that all creases are
ironed our during this phase of the process. 
 
Step Three: Gathering testimonials, endorsements and forewords. 
Timeframe: 1 month
Though this often comes down to individual author preference, it is likely that
you will be interested in having 'words of praise' about your work in and on
the book cover. Some authors even prefer to have another author pen a
foreword and if so, then this is important to look into as soon as your
manuscript is complete. 



 
Step Four: Design 
Timeframe: 1 month 
Your book cover matters! If not to everybody who will be buying your book, it
matters to you who is going to be the #1 advocate of your work for years to
come. You need to love your cover and we ask that you start to think about
your cover design early on in the process. The clearer concept you can bring
to our team then the more accurate design we pitch to your your work.
However, the design phase goes beyond just your book cover and includes
the interior file of your book, any graphics, illustrations or images you'd like to
include and not to mention that attention needs to be paid to your back &
spine. Finally, your ebook needs to be created which is a project in itself.  
***It is important to note that all design elements for your book are drawn up
in professional software that is required from our distributers to ensure
worldwide distribution. These specifications are far more intricate than those
allowed by Amazon KDP (or other self publishing platforms), so please be
patient with our team as we create your fully finished professional book. 
 
Step Five: Distribution & Pre-order 
2 months 
Once we have all of your finished book files we can submit your book
for distribution. No book release date should be set any less than two months
post this submission date. Though titles will reach UK & US platforms quickly, it
is important to allow two moths to ensure your book is available to retailers
and customers in Canada, Australia, India & Japan. This is also the time to
plan some pre-release book marketing by arranging to appear on podcasts,
news outlets and YouTube shows on the release of your title
 
Step Five: Release 
YAY. You did it. Your book is available all over the world! It's now time to get to
promoting and celebrating your title. The launch week is important and you
should have daily activities planned to promote the book (even if they are just
online) however, don't let your momentum die down there. The average
lifespan of a non-ficton title is two years so be prepared to stay as the #1
Cheerleader for your title for at least 18 month post its release.
 
Step Six: Prolonged Marketing & Expanded Distribution 
If you see your book performing incredibly well online then That Guy's House is
happy to start the conversation with you about caring out a print-run of 1500
copies of your book to sell to bookstores and other retailers. Your book will
already be available to bookstores, however, doing a print run is the next
advanced step in your author journey. 
 



submitting
work.
 

 

 

 

We ask that all authors submit work to their mentor at
least 3 days before they are scheduled to meet with
them. This is to ensure the mentor can review and
critique your work accurately. Failure to do so may
result in your mentoring hours not being utilised to their
full potential. 
 
Please submit work directly to your mentor and not to
our author support team.
 
 



benefits. 
 

Our group calls and masterclasses are open to all of our
authors and you will receive information about how to
access these through email or the facebook group.
 
Speaking at That Guy's House events or where That Guy's
House have a panel talk is open to all authors, however,
authors will be selected based on the topic of the talk. If you
would like That Guy's House' support in running your own
event then please contact Sean directly to discuss this
collaboration.   
 
Our Facebook group is open to all authors and can be
found by searching facebook for That Guy's House 2.0.
 
The annual author retreat is open to all new authors before
it goes on general on sale. Further information can be found
out by contacting Sean directly. 
 
We are thrilled to repost and re-purpose your content on on
social media channels and promote you and your work.
Please let us know of any content you would like to see
posted on our social media.  
 
 
 
 



attitude.
 

Once again, thank you for choosing That Guy's House
as the home for your book. We trust you share our
vision of Real, Raw & Authentic books with a positive
and inspirational message and because of that, we
look forward to collaborating with you. 

As a Boutique Publishing House, That Guy's House only
works with a limited number of authors per year and
each book is carefully picked based on the content of
the title and the author themselves.
 
It is of utmost importance to us that we work with like-
minded authors who are high vibing, love-giving and
positive thinking as we believe that that, above all else,
that is what makes and sells great books. 
 
We ask that, as you pursue your author journey, you
maintain a high level of positivity and dwell in a space
of great possibility. 
 
Publishing is a joyful and complicated journey and we
ask that you bring great energy to the entire process. 
 
 



here's
to 
the
journey
 

 


